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An analytical solution of the effective mass equation for a spherical
valence band in cubic semiconductors is presented. The full degeneracy of the
valence band, i.e. the light-hole, heavy-hole and spin—orbit split-off subbands,
were taken into account. The analytical wave functions of the valence band
were used for its quantization in a completely isolated (infinite potential
barrier approximation) quantum dot. The dependence of discrete valence
levels on the dot diameter is presented for the CuCl case.
PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx

1. Introduction
In the last years the fabrication of heterostructures has been developed from
the twodimensional to one- or even quasi-zero-dimensional (dot semiconductors)
microcrystallites. For the description of the electronic bands inside a dot the assumption of the single parabolic valence band is sufficient in many cases [1, 2].
In the zinc-blende semiconductors, however, the mixing of the light and heavy
hole states plays an important role [3-6]. In the cases when the spin-orbit (SO)
splitting is small or the split subband lies above the Γ8 one (as for CuCl case),
there is a necessity to take into account also Γ7 (SO) band. The last was done
only for the one symmetry of the quantum state [3, 6]. The main concern of this
work is to present a simple, nearly analytical model of the quantization of the
fully degenerate valence band. The model is an extension of the one proposed by
Ekimov et al. [3], and it concerns the three bands and arbitrary symmetry of the
confined state. For simplicity we assume that the hole is completely confined in
the well by the infinite potential barrier and the radius of the dot is not too small,
therefore the effective mass approximation can be used.
2. Spherically symmetric eigenstates of the valence band in the bulk
Let us assume the spherical symmetry of the band and look for the Schrodinger equation solution of the same symmetry. The following effective units: the
effective Rydberg constant R* = e 4 m 0 /(2ħ 2 ε20γ1) as the unit of energy and effective
(789)
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Bohr radius α * = ħ 2 ε0γ1/(e 2 m0) as the unit of length will be used in the following
(γ 1 is the Luttinger mass parameter). For the wave vector k in the z direction,
the Luttinger kinetic energy matrix written in the basis of the Bloch functions
for SO subband,
for the Γ8 subband and
has the form

where μ = (4γ2+ 6γ3)/5γ1, α = 1— μ, β = 1 + μ, Δ is the energy of SO splitting,
γ1, γ2, γ3 are the Luttinger parameters.
All the eigenvalues of the above Hamiltonian are twofold degenerate: the
and
heavy hole band energy Ehh(k) = —αk 2 , for the eigenstates
for the eigenstates
. Here the upper sign corresponds to the light-hole band
and the lower to the SO band (Elh(k) = E + (k) and Ε o (k) = E_(k)). Two conditions must be satisfied by the coefficients a and b: α± = -i 2√+'μkb+E/((2kβ)
and α2± b+ = 1. Both ±(lh, so) states have their Kramers conjugate partners.
The non-parabolicity of the E±(k) reflects the well-known effect of the mixing of
the light-hole and SO bands.
Since the energies of the bands do not depend on the direction of the k
vector, it is possible to obtain the eigenstates of the plain wave character for any
direction of k by an appropriate rotation of the above solutions. By examining the
transformation properties of the wave functions under rotations we can find their
partial wave (J, M, k, σ) representation. The parameters J and M are the total
angular momentum and its projection on the z direction and σ is the parity of the
function under inversion. The new spherical solutions are

for the heavy-hole band and ΨlhJΜkσ = ΨJMk
and SO bands, where

jl(x) is the spherical Bessel function,

σ,

Mj 2^

ψsoJMkσ = ψ Mkσ for the light-hole

are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and

,lYu=ldenojtsJ)(hΥpMricamn.Tesutiorv
even values of 1 for an even state and over odd values for an odd one. For any
value of J > 1/2 therc exist only two values of 1 for which the Clebsch—Gordan
coefficients are not equal to zero, for both even and odd states. For J = 1/2: in
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the case of the SO subband 1 = 0 for even states and 1 = 1 for the odd ones,
whereas for the light hole subband Ι = 2 or 1, respectively. There exist no heavy
hole solutions with the total momentum J = 1/2. The exponent h depends on 1
and is equal to l/2 for an even state and to (l -1)/2 for an odd one. The obtained
analytical solutions can be easily applied to any problem of the spherical symmetry.
In particular, they can be used for the quantization of the energy levels inside a
dot by standard methods.
3. The quantization of the band inside the dot

The confinement of the hole in the quantum dot is modelled by the potential
of spherical symmetry, flat and equal to zero inside the sphere of the radius R and
infinite (- ∞ in the electron , scale of energy) outside the dot. The translational
symmetry is broken and the states with different k numbers can mix together,
nevertheless J, M and σ are still good quantum numbers. The eigenstates are
described by the linear combinations of the bulk wave functions corresponding to
the same bulk energy
and
One should be careful when Ε lies between SO and 8 subbands — it is necessary
to use imaginary k value for the lower band in the dispersion relation. The energy
values do not constitute a band any more, only discrete levels are allowed in
the totally limited space. The levels are determined by the boundary condition
for the wave function (i.e. ΨEnJMσ( R ) = 0). In general, Ψ 3 consists of three
independent tensors Υl,jJ,M therefore the boundary condition is equivalent to three
linear equations for the A, B, and C coefficients. In the particular case J = 1/2
we have only two equations, for B and C coefficients. The roots of the appropriate
energy dependent determinant, which constitute the quantum levels of the dot,
can be obtained by numerical calculations on a PC.
As an example the results of quantization of the band in the sophisticated
material with Δ = 5R* is presented in Fig. 1. The dependence on μ of the energy
of the first ten J = 3/2 even states is presented in comparison with the results
obtained without the mixing between SO and 8 wave functions, but with the
non-parabolicity of the SO and lh subbands. It can be observed that, besides the
differences in energy values, the main effect of the mixing is the level anticrossing.
The next example is the quantization of the valence band in the CuCl dot. The
band par ameters for this material are R* = 257 meV , = 2.8 Å, Δ = —0.25R*,
and μ = 0.26. The SO subband hes above the hh and lh subbands and one can
expect that the admixture of the 8 wave functions to the quantized upper SO
levels is important. The results obtained for J = 1/2 even states do not confirm this
expectation. The state energies as functions of the R diameter exhibit only a small
c3Jrao/s2intgef,=.hHwvyocasef
between the bands, a strong non-monotonical behaviour of the state energies can
,
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be observed (Fig. 2), caused by the admixture of the wave functions with imaginary
k values to the SO ones.
The presented model can be easily extended to the more realistic case of a
finite potential barrier.
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